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KINDERGARTEN GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST 
 

Test Date_____Classroom Teacher __________________________Class Size_______ 

Music Teacher Instructions: 

This Group Test gives an approximate figure of how many students can 
demonstrate the following 18 skills (1-12 showing, 13-18 describing). These 
skills are based on the Music Coded Concepts. Some skills the teacher can 
evaluate visually (jumping). Some skills the teacher will initiate a class 
discussion. The Teacher gives instructions on what to do but does not 
demonstrate. The test should be conducted 2 times during the school year. 
Teachers should feel free to adapt the test to their own curriculum and 
expectations. B, P, and A are PASSING GRADES. PG is a red flag that the 
teacher needs to reteach the skill and N a low grade on cooperation and 
behavior. The aim of this testing style is to keep track of improving 
proficiency in a class environment in which individual testing is not possible. 

This test is given at the end of each semester. It can be done all at one time 
or broken up into sections and given at different times as per the teacher’s 
preference. Composition and Improvisation assessments are not covered 
here but within projects done during the semester. 

N: Needs Improvement - 5% of the class physically and verbally engaged 
with few mistakes 

PG: Progressing - 25% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

B: Basic Skill - 50% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

P: Proficient Skill - 75% of the class physically and verbally engaged with 
few mistakes 

A: Advanced - 95% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 
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KINDERGARTEN GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 2 

Observation Evaluation: Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students clap the rhythm of Starlight as a group. Out of 20 students the 
breakdown observed was as follows: 4 clapped with almost no mistakes, 15 clapped with a 
few mistakes, 1 clapped with many mistakes. At least 75% of the class performed the skill 
with few mistakes so the class grade is PROFICIENT. Write the number of students in each 
category as you test. You may need to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

Kindergarten Standard for Assessment N PG B P A Grade 

1 Sing a song in tune with expression and phrasing. Use Starlight or 
another familiar song. 

    Echo a two-measure pattern of melody that contains Sol La Mi using 
oohs. 

      

2 Sing with a conductor following the changes in tempo and dynamics. 
Use Starlight, Bubblegum. 

Mime Starlight lyrics with hand motion but without singing, keeping in 
time with the song (inner hearing). 

      

3 (optional) Sing a round with Row Your Boat or Sally Go Round the 
Sun. 

      

4 Move with the beat. Patsch the beat for Starlight.       

5 Instrument Performance Play a steady beat with Starlight. Play 
instruments properly. 

      

6 Move with rhythm. Clap the rhythm for Starlight/Twinkle. Echo a two-
measure pattern of rhythm that contains Ta Teetee or Rest using 
clapping. 

      

7 Instrument Performance. Play an accurate rhythm with Brother John 
or Starlight. Play instruments properly. 

      

8 Instrument Performance. Play properly with accurate dynamics while 
following the conductor. Use Twinkle. 

      

9 Movement-Individual Activity Do the following movements as 
instructed with a drumbeat.  
Walk, Run/jog, Tip toe, Jump, Hop, Skip 
 

      

10 Movement-Group Activity (30-60 second segments) 
Sitting circle with Follow Me - Standing circle with Here Comes a 
Bluebird - Moving circle with the Nutcracker March - Moving in place 
with Starlight or Celebrate Eid - Moving in space with Walk and Stop. 
 

      

11 Preparation for Reading and writing rhythm. (2nd sem) 
Aural: Listen to example rhythms and identify by saying in rhythm using 
the correct syllables (Ta, Teetee, Rest). 
Written: See the rhythms on the board and clap and say in rhythm the 
correct syllables (Ta, Teetee, Rest). 
 

      

12 Preparation for Reading and writing melody (2nd sem) 
Aural: Listen to example melodic patterns and identify by saying the 
solfege correctly. 
Written: See the solfege on the board and sing it with the proper 
intervals (So-Mi or So-La-So-Mi, etc.). 
 

      

Totals       
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KINDERGARTEN GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 3 

Discussion Evaluation:  Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students listen to four different music excerpts (piano concerto, salsa music, 
choir, march). Out of 20 students the breakdown observed was as follows: 10 engaged 
(raising their hand, discussing, using correct vocabulary), 7 listening but not raising their 
hands, 3 not paying attention. At least 50% of the class was engaged so the class grade for 
this skill is BASIC. Write the number of students in each category as you test. You may 
need to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

Kindergarten Standard for Assessment Two N PG B P A Grade 

13 Listen to a recorded performance and give observations and 
opinions.   

      

14 Evaluate two varying recorded excerpts. Compare and contrast 
using vocabulary words or their own. Give a time limit (5 minutes). 

      

15 Analyze: Listen to 4 varying music excerpts (can include the same 
as in skill 14). 

 Be able to describe 3 details of at least 2 of the music pieces (using 
vocabulary words or their own). Also describe style, voice and 
instrumentation (10 minutes). 

      

16 Recall:  

What other arts are related to music (dance)? 

What music did we learn that is called classical music (Nutcracker) or 
opera (Carmen) or popular music? 

What music did we learn that is from a different country or is in a 
different language (Nochebuena, Mi Cuerpo)? 

What songs did we learn that are a dance? 

      

17 Discuss the relationship between music and other arts and 
disciplines.  

Music and Stories (language, events, places, people) 

Music and Reading (words, notes) 

Music and Math (counting) 

Music and Science (nature themes) 

Music and Arts (dance, painting) 

      

18 Describe 4 music excerpts in relation to culture and history and by 
their differences and similarities in rhythm, instrumentation and 
vocals. 

Identify music by genre or style (classical, rock) 

Identify music by culture (latin, hip hop) 

Discuss how you use music in your life and describe the differences in 
the music (sleeptime-lullaby, soft, slow - party-dance music, strong 
beat, loud, etc.) 

      

Totals       
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KINDERGARTEN GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 4 

NOTES: (mark down individual students consistently getting A or N) 
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FIRST GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST 
 

Test Date_____Classroom Teacher __________________________Class Size_______ 

 

Music Teacher Instructions: 

This Group Test gives an approximate figure of how many students can 
demonstrate the following 18 skills. These skills are based on the Music 
Coded Concepts. Some skills the teacher can evaluate visually (jumping). 
Some skills the teacher will initiate a class discussion. The Teacher gives 
instructions on what to do but does not demonstrate. The test should be 
conducted 2 times during the school year. Teachers should feel free to adapt 
the test to their own curriculum and expectations. B, P, and A are PASSING 
GRADES. PG is a red flag that the teacher needs to reteach the skill and N is 
more of a low grade on cooperation and behavior. The aim of this testing 
style is to keep track of improving proficiency in a class environment in 
which individual testing is not possible. 

This test is given at the end of each semester. It can be done all at one time 
or broken up into sections and given at different times as per the teacher’s 
preference. Composition and Improvisation assessments are not covered 
here but within projects done during the semester. 

N: Needs Improvement - 5% of the class physically and verbally engaged 
with few mistakes 

PG: Progressing - 25% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

B: Basic Skill - 50% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

P: Proficient Skill - 75% of the class physically and verbally engaged with 
few mistakes 

A: Advanced - 95% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 
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FIRST GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 2 

Observation Evaluation: Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students clap the rhythm of Starlight as a group. Out of 20 students the 
breakdown observed was as follows: 4 clapped with almost no mistakes, 15 clapped with a 
few mistakes, 1 clapped with many mistakes. At least 75% of the class performed the skill 
with few mistakes so the class grade is PROFICIENT. Write the number of students in each 
category as you test. You may need to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

Standard N PG B P A Grade 

1 Sing a song in tune with expression and phrasing. Use Starlight or 
another familiar song. 

    Echo a two-measure pattern of melody that contains Sol La Mi using 
oohs. 

      

2 Sing with a conductor following the changes in tempo and dynamics. 
Use Starlight or another familiar song. 

      

3 (optional) Sing a round with Row Your Boat or Sally Go Round the 
Sun. 

      

4 Move with the beat. Patsch the beat for Starlight.       

5 Instrument Performance Play a steady beat with Starlight or another 
familiar song. 

      

6 Move with rhythm. Clap the rhythm for Starlight/Engine Engine. Echo 
a two-measure pattern of rhythm that contains Ta Teetee or Rest using 
clapping. 

      

7 Instrument Performance. Play an accurate rhythm with Starlight or 
Engine Engine. Play instruments properly. 

      

8 Instrument Performance. Play with accurate dynamics while following 
the conductor. Use Twinkle or Jingle Bells. 

      

  9 Movement-Individual Activity Do the following movements as 
instructed with a drumbeat. Walk, Run/jog, Tip toe, Jump, Hop, Skip. 

      

10 Movement-Group Activity (30-60 second segments) 

    Sitting circle with Lucy Locket - Standing circle with Here Comes a 
Bluebird - Moving circle with Diddle Diddle Dumpling - Moving in place 
with Starlight - Moving in space with Have You Ever Seen a Lassie 
(scattered free movement swing and skip). 

      

11 Reading and writing:  

Aural: Listen to example rhythms and identify by clapping and saying in 
rhythm using the correct syllables (Ta, Teetee, Rest). 
Written: See the rhythms on the board and clap and say in rhythm the 
correct syllables (Ta, Teetee, Rest).   

      

12 Reading and writing:  

Aural: Listen to example melodic patterns not related to songs and 
identify by saying the solfege correctly. 
Written: See the solfege on the board and sing it with the proper 
solfege (So-Mi or So-La-So-Mi, etc.). 

      

Totals       
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FIRST GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 3 

Discussion Evaluation:  Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students listen to four different music excerpts (piano concerto, salsa music, 
choir, march). Out of 20 students the breakdown observed was as follows: 10 engaged 
(raising their hand, discussing, using correct vocabulary), 7 listening but not raising their 
hands, 3 not paying attention. At least 50% of the class was engaged so the class grade for 
this skill is BASIC Write the number of students in each category as you test. You may need 
to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

 

Standard N PG B P A Grade 

13 Listen to a recorded performance and give observations and 
opinions. 

      

14 Evaluate two varying recorded excerpts. Compare and contrast using 
vocabulary words or their own. Give a time limit (5 minutes). 

      

15 Analyze: Listen to 4 varying music excerpts (can include the same as 
in skill 14). 
 Be able to describe 3 details of at least 2 of the music pieces (using 
vocabulary words or their own). Also describe style, voice and 
instrumentation (10 minutes). 

      

16 Recall: (spring test only) 
What other arts are related to music (dance)? 
What music did we learn that is called classical or popular music? 
What music did we learn that is from a different country or is in a 
different language (Epanay, Nochebuena, spring- Feng Yang, Kagome, 
Bonsour Mes Ami)? 

      

17 Discuss the relationship between music and other arts and 
disciplines.  
Music and Stories (language, events, places, people) 
Music and Reading (words, notes) 
Music and Math (counting) 
Music and Science (nature themes) 
Music and Arts (dance, painting) 

      

18 Describe 4 music excerpts in relation to culture and history and by 
their differences and similarities in rhythm, instrumentation and vocals. 
Identify music by genre or style (classical, rock) 
Identify music by culture (latin, hip hop) 
Discuss how you use music in your life and describe the differences in 
the music (sleeptime-lullaby, soft, slow - party-dance music, strong 
beat, loud). 

      

Totals       
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FIRST GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 4 

NOTES: (Mark down individual students consistently getting A or N) 
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SECOND GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST 
 

Test Date_____Classroom Teacher __________________________Class Size_______ 

Music Teacher Instructions: 

This Group Test gives an approximate figure of how many students can 
demonstrate the following 18 skills. These skills are based on the Music 
Coded Concepts. Some skills the teacher can evaluate visually (jumping). 
Some skills the teacher will initiate a class discussion. The Teacher gives 
instructions on what to do but does not demonstrate. The test should be 
conducted 2 times during the school year. Teachers should feel free to adapt 
the test to their own curriculum and expectations. B, P, and A are PASSING 
GRADES. PG is a red flag that the teacher needs to reteach the skill and N is 
more of a low grade on cooperation and behavior. The aim of this testing 
style is to keep track of improving proficiency in a class environment in 
which individual testing is not possible. 

This test is given at the end of each semester. It can be done all at one time 
or broken up into sections and given at different times as per the teacher’s 
preference. Composition, Improvisation and Song Notation Reading 
assessments are not covered here but within projects done during the 
semester. 

N: Needs Improvement - 5% of the class physically and verbally engaged 
with few mistakes 

PG: Progressing - 25% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

B: Basic Skill - 50% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

P:Proficient Skill - 75% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 

A: Advanced - 95% of the class physically and verbally engaged with few 
mistakes 
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SECOND GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 2 

Observation Evaluation: Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students clap the rhythm of Starlight as a group. Out of 20 students the 
breakdown observed was as follows: 4 clapped with almost no mistakes, 15 clapped with a 
few mistakes, 1 clapped with many mistakes. At least 75% of the class performed the skill 
with few mistakes so the class grade is PROFICIENT Write the number of students in each 
category as you test. You may need to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

Standard N PG B P A Grade 

1 Sing a song in tune with expression and phrasing. Use Starlight or 
another familiar song like My Country Tis of Thee.  Echo a two-measure 
pattern of melody that contains Sol La Mi Re using oohs. 

      

2 Sing with a conductor following the changes in tempo and dynamics in 
Starlight or another familiar song. 

      

3 Sing a round with Walk in Beauty, Ghost of John, My Paddle or Sally 
Go Round the Sun. 

      

4 Move with the beat. Patsch the beat for Starlight or another familiar 
song. 

      

5 Instrument Performance Play a steady beat with Starlight or another 
familiar song. 

      

6 Move with rhythm. Clap the rhythm for Starlight/Twinkle. Echo a two-
measure pattern of rhythm that contains Ta Teetee or Rest using 
clapping. 

      

7 Instrument Performance. Play an accurate rhythm with Starlight or 
Engine Engine. 

      

8 Instrument Performance. Play with accurate dynamics while following 
the conductor. Jingle Bells 

      

9 Movement-Individual Activity Do the following movements as 
instructed with a drumbeat. Walk, Run/jog, Tip toe, Jump, Hop, Skip. 

      

10 Movement-Group Activity (30-60 second segments) 

Sitting circle with Mai Long Sera or Lucy Locket. Standing circle with 
Here Comes a Bluebird or Hunt the Cows. Moving circle with Walk in 
Beauty and (Spring) Bow Wow Wow. Moving in place with Starlight or 
Nigerian Welcome Chant (Spring) Four White Horses. (optional) Moving 
contrary circles (Spring) John Kanaka.   

      

11 Reading and writing: Aural: Listen to example rhythms and identify 
by clapping and saying in rhythm using the correct syllables (Ta, 
Teetee, Rest). Written: See the rhythms on the board and clap and say 
in rhythm the correct syllables (Ta, Teetee, Rest, Tiktika-spring). 
 

      

12 Reading and writing: Aural: Listen to example melodic patterns not 
related to songs and identify by saying the solfege correctly. Written: 
See the solfege on the board and sing it with the proper solfege (So-Mi 
or So-La-So-Mi, Mi Re Do, spring Low La, and Low So). 
 

      

Totals       
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SECOND GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 3 

Discussion Evaluation:  Mark the appropriate number of students in each box for grade. 

Example: Students listen to four different music excerpts (piano concerto, salsa music, 
choir, march). Out of 20 students the breakdown observed was as follows: 10 engaged 
(raising their hand, discussing, using correct vocabulary), 7 listening but not raising their 
hands, 3 not paying attention. At least 50% of the class was engaged so the class grade for 
this skill is BASIC. Write the number of students in each category as you test. You may 
need to request a teacher’s aide to assist in the testing. 

Standard N PG B P A Grade 

13 Listen to a recorded performance and give 
observations and opinions. 

      

14 Evaluate two varying recorded excerpts. Compare 
and contrast using vocabulary words or their own. Give 
a time limit (5 minutes). 

      

15 Analyze: Listen to 4 varying music excerpts (can 
include the same as in skill 14). 
 Be able to describe 3 details of at least 2 of the music 
pieces (using vocabulary words or their own). Also 
describe style, voice and instrumentation (10 minutes). 

      

16 Recall:  
What other arts are related to music (dance)? 
What classical composers did we learn about? What 
classical pieces? 
What popular music did we describe? 
What music did we learn that is from a different country 
or is in a different language (Nigerian Welcome Chant, 
Que Llueva, spring- Gau Shan Ching, Decolores)? 

      

17 Discuss the relationship between music and other 
arts and disciplines.  
Music and Stories (language, events, places, people) 
Music and Reading (words, notes) 
Music and Math (counting) 
Music and Science (nature themes) 
Music and Arts (dance, painting) 

      

18 Describe 4 music excerpts in relation to culture and 
history and by their differences and similarities in 
rhythm, instrumentation and vocals. 
Identify music by genre or style (classical, rock) 
Identify music by culture (latin, hip hop) 
Discuss how you use music in your life and describe the 
differences in the music (sleeptime-lullaby, soft, slow - 
party-dance music, strong beat, loud, etc.) 

      

Totals       
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SECOND GRADE GROUP MUSIC ASSESSMENT TEST PAGE 4 

NOTES: (Mark down individual students consistently getting A or N) 

  

 

 


